LETTERS TO THE DEADITOR
Hey Corpsy – I’ve been incarcerated
since the ripe age of 15 and now I’m 22, so
you can imagine I’ve read a lot of magazines,
but your magazine is, hands-down, the greatest fuckin’ ‘zine ever! I’ve been intrigued
with death since I was a child, which led to
my demise and earned me a life sentence in a
California state prison. As a child I spent
hours on the web looking at dead stuff, reading books about killers and watching tons of
horror films. I’m glad to see a magazine
dead-icated to the things I love. Keep that shit
up!
Josh

Hi Josh. Thanks for the note. So sorry that
you used the fantasy aspects of horror that
you saw on the web, and turned them into a
tragic reality, throwing away your young life.
True, we are “dead-icated” to death and horror, with a slice of comedy, but we separate
real-life horror (which surrounds our lives)
with the fantasy of horror films and magazines like G&C. Your letter reminded me of a
horror convention I exhibited at a few years
ago and O.J. Simpson was also signing.
Everyone was appalled that O.J. was there –
a real murderer. Girls and Corpses is pure
fantasy. But it appears you turned your life
into a real horror film. Just think, if horror
fans were all actual killers there would be no
one left to read Girls and Corpses Magazine.
RIP,
Corpsy

I have signed up to be plastinated after I
die and I am a body donor with Gunther von
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Hagens (Body Worlds). You can use me with
the girls when I am no more!
Richard

Thank you for the generous offer of your
corpse, Richard, but our vault is filled to the
brim with models for future shoots. Seems
everyone wants to hook up with our girls
after they become corpses. Also, frankly, we
don’t take Body Worlds hand-me-downs. If
you want to model for G&C, we do our own
body prep, including a deep tissue massage
and a happy ending.

I’m from Brazil and I must say, G&C’s
THE BEST THING I’VE EVER SEEN! I
can’t stop laughing at the pictures! I had
anatomy classes in the university and I almost
got in trouble for making fun of the bodies
and doing stupid things with them (like playing with a leg as a weapon and using a decapitated head to play volleyball), so for me,
finding this magazine was absolutely fabulous! I’ve already shown the website to a lot
of friends, and they also can’t believe someone could make a magazine so great like this
one. Keep up the excellent job!
Vinicius

would call “outcasts” around here due to our
oversexed, horror-loving, head-banging
nature. And now, we have found something
that perfectly reflects our personalities as
well as our sex-drives. So, we thank you from
the bottom of our tomb. Eat, drink, and sleep,
Girls and Corpses!
Love you to Death,
Lizzie, Mike, and Mariel
You girls apparently have high I.Q.s. I’m
always amazed when someone doesn’t understand G&C and thinks we are a necrophilia
magazine. But we are glad you get it – so
please keep buying the magazine so we can
keep this corpse alive. Hmm … Cheerleaders

Glad you dig the magazine, Vinicius (are
you a Gladiator?). Sounds like you had a
blast in Brazilian anatomy class and invented
a few new world sports. FYI – we get releases from our corpse models so we can use
them for the magazine. So, please try to
refrain from decapitation volleyball, as fun as
it might be. Remember, “do unto corpses as
you would have corpses do unto you.”
The best magazine ever in the history of
mankind!
Ignacio
We couldn’t agree more.

When my two best friends discovered
Girls and Corpses, we experienced feelings
of sheer happiness, excitement, fulfillment,
and a wild urge to go to the cemetery and dig
up a body. Of course we didn’t do that … seeing how it’s illegal and I am in the process of
getting a cheerleading scholarship. Anyway, I
must admit that the three of us are what you
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That’s pretty fast, considering we ship by
hearse.

Salutations from Portugal! This morning I
have received four of your magazines. They
are really cool, fun … they’re killer!
Very great job! Thanks and good continuation!
Mel
Thanks for the order, Mel. P.S. Is good
continuation like regularity?

What’s better than hot/beautiful/sexy girls
and fucking brutal down to death corpses!?
Raven’s Goat
I dunno you got me? Twins and corpses?
Oops … we already did that one too.

and Corpses … oops, we already did that
one.

Moin! I like your magazine and bought
the German issue. Girls and Corpses rulez!
Stumpf

Danke schön! Our corpses are thrilled to
be translated into German. Next Japan,
China, Russia and the world!

I am currently on a quest to acquire every
filth-ridden, perverted issue of the sheer
beauty that is Girls and mother fucking
Corpses!
Forever Dead,
Brandon

You sir, are a poet. But no need for a quest
– just order all the back issues here:
GirlsandCorpsesStore.com

Yeeee Haaaw! I sure do love yer magazine, Corpsy! When I’m sittin’ in the trailer
all alone at night, lookin’ at all the purty girls
and dead bodies, well I’m cookin’ up ideas of
my own. I’m thinking’ about makin’ something’ beautiful, and then destroyin’ it! Shit, I
only come out the woods for three thangs:
smokes, Pabst, and yer dang magazine!
JD

Thanks Bubba. Keep cooking yer road kill
and skull fuckin’ your sister … er … cousin.

Just wanted to thank you for the calendar.
Not only is it a great product, but I ordered it
on Friday and received it the following
Monday. Super fast shipping! Awesome.
Thanks again, G&C!
Dean
girlsandcorpses.com

Corpsy, thanks for your awesome support
for deployed soldiers. When things get
too hot and boring out here in the
desert nothing breaks up the monotony like
cold corpses and colder jokes. Stay dead.
SGT. Bill Hendrickson
If we can make you feel cool in the desert
then we’ve done our job. We always support
our troops and we have a ton of readers
deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan. Thank you
for keeping us from all becoming corpses in
the U.S.
HOoooROT!

I was injured for a second time in Iraq and
to keep myself busy while at home healing I
read Girls and Corpses. Pretty good shit!
Anyhow, I have a couple of your issues with
Sid Haig and Sheri Moon Zombie and I just

purchased all of Volume 1 and Volume 2, and
these books rock! Anyhow, keep the magazines coming and thanks. You guys are truly
dark.
David A. Hamilton SFC
10th Special Forces Weapons Sergeant
Keep making corpses out of terrorists and
we’ll keep printing magazines.

I’m a HUGE fan of your magazine, and
just wanted to take the time to say thank you
for existing and to all your graphic designers,
contributors, editor and all your staff on their
diligent and driven work put into each
month’s volume. Thanks again for all your
hard work and determination each month.
Alex Snow
We truly appreciate your kind words of
encouragement. You make our staff sound
much larger than it is. And, no, you can’t have
a free subscription.

You guys are fucking awesome! Thanks
for the laughs! I want to pose with a corpse!
Anyways I listened to you on a radio show
and you said you met with Bradbury! So rad!
I love him and I love what you guys are
doing! Fucking cutting edge baby! Love love
LOVE it!
Missy Lou
At the memorial for Forest J. Ackerman, I
gave Ray Bradbury a copy of Girls and
Corpses Magazine and his eyes lit up – and
when he was helped to the front of the stage
in his wheelchair he was still clutching his
copy of G&C. It doesn’t get much better than
that.
(see photo in Celebs and Corpses)
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